Abstract-We describe a method for unsupervised region segmentation of an image using its spatial frequency domain representation. The algorithm was designed to process large sequences of real-time magnetic resonance (MR) images containing the 2-D midsagittal view of a human vocal tract airway. The segmentation algorithm uses an anatomically informed object model, whose fit to the observed image data is hierarchically optimized using a gradient descent procedure. The goal of the algorithm is to automatically extract the time-varying vocal tract outline and the position of the articulators to facilitate the study of the shaping of the vocal tract during speech production.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE TRACKING of deformable objects in image sequences has been a topic of intensive research for many years, and many application specific solutions have been proposed. In this paper, we describe a method which was developed to track tissue structures of the human vocal tract in sequences of midsagittal real-time magnetic resonance (MR) images for the use in speech production research studies. The term "real-time" hereby means that the MR frame rate is high enough to directly capture the vocal tract shaping events with sufficient temporal resolution, as opposed to the repetition-based CINE MR techniques.
The movie file movie1.mov, which is accessible online 1 shows an example real-time MR image sequence containing German read speech. This file contains 390 individual images at a rate of approximately 22 frames per second. These MR data were acquired with a GE Signa 1.5-T scanner with a custom-made multichannel upper airway receiver coil. The pulse sequence was a low flip angle 13-interleaf spiral gradient echo saturation recovery pulse sequence with RF and gradient spoiler and slight T1 weighting [1] . The repetition time was TR ms. The reconstruction was carried out using conventional sliding window gridding and inverse Fourier transform operations. Note that a specially designed, highly directional receive coil was necessary to allow for such a small field-of-view (FOV) without the inevitable MR-typical spatial aliasing, while using spiral readout trajectories.
A single image has been extracted in Fig. 1 (a) and we have manually traced the contours that are of interest to the speech production researcher. Since the imaging slice is thin (3 mm), the air tissue boundaries of the vocal tract tube exhibit a sharp intensity gradient and they appear as distinct edges in the image. Notice that the upper and lower front teeth do not show up in the image since their hydrogen content is near zero. The edges which outline the time-varying vocal tract follow these anatomical features.
1) Larynx-epiglottis-tongue-lower lip (shown in red).
2) Pharyngeal wall-glottis (shown in green).
3) Velum-hard palate-upper lip (shown in blue). These nine anatomical components, with exception of the hard palate, are called articulators, and they are controlled during the speech production process.
Knowledge about the position and movements of the articulators is fundamental to research on human speech production. More specifically, in the articulatory phonology framework introduced in [2] , tract variables are commonly defined to provide a low order description of the shape of the vocal tract at a particular point in time. These variables measure constriction degree and location between various articulators. As an example, 0278 -0062/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE Fig. 1(b) shows some tract variables of interest, such as the lip aperture (LA), the velum aperture (VEL), as well as the tongue tip constriction degree (TTCD), but other tract variables between different pairs of articulators can be defined.
For the time evolution of the vocal tract shaping to be studied in speech production experiments, many such image sequences are acquired from a particular subject, which contain numerous different utterances of interest, and subsequently the relevant tract variables need to be extracted. This task comprises for each image the tracing of the air-tissue boundary of the articulators and the search for the minimum aperture(s) in the appropriate regions.
From an image processing point of view, the problem to be solved is not just that of contour detection but also object identification. This is to say, it is not sufficient to automatically identify in each image the air-tissue boundaries shown in Fig. 1(a) . Instead, the anatomical subsections of those boundaries corresponding to the articulators have to be, at least approximately, found as well in order to be able to compute the tract variables.
This contour tracing process is time consuming and tedious when carried out by a human. As an example, assuming a time requirement of 3 min for the manual tracing of a single image the tracing of the entire 390-frame example image sequence above would take almost 20 h. Hence, it is the goal of this article to provide an algorithm for the unsupervised extraction of the outline of the individual articulators to facilitate an automatic computation of the tract variables. It is desired to reduce the required human interaction to a minimum, limiting it only to a one time manual initialization step for a particular subject, whose data will be used for all images of all sequences recorded from said subject.
Since the tracing process can be carried out offline, i.e., after completion of the MR data acquistion, there is no requirement for real-time execution of the tracing task. However, we desire to process each image of a particular sequence independently, so as to be able to achieve fast tracing of a sequence through the use of parallel image processing on a computing cluster.
A. Paper Contributions and Overview
From an algorithmic standpoint, a main contribution of this paper is a formulation of the edge detection problem in the spatial frequency domain, where we utilize the closed-form solution of the Fourier transform of polygonal shape functions. For the intended application of our method in the context of upper airway MR imaging and vocal tract contour extraction, we furthermore propose the use of an anatomically informed geometrical object model in conjunction with a corresponding anatomically informed gradient descent procedure to solve the underlying optimization problem. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we will review some relevant literature and the research context of this article. In Section III we will then outline a frequency domainbased algorithm, which addresses the edge detection problem through region segmentation. The algorithm requires solving a nonlinear least squares optimization problem, which is handled through a gradient descent procedure. This algorithm operates directly on single channel MR data in -space and it will be validated using a simple MR phantom experiment. In Section IV, we extend and modify our algorithm to process multichannel in vivo upper airway MR data. The extensions to the algorithm include some data preprocessing steps, the introduction of an anatomically informed three-region geometrical model of the upper airway, as well as the use of an anatomically informed gradient descent procedure. The modified version of our algorithm will be validated using linguistically informed example images. Finally, Section V includes a discussion of the capabilites, advantages, and disadvantages of the algorithm, as well as conclusions and further research suggestions.
II. RESEARCH CONTEXT AND LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Role of MR Technology in Speech Production Research
Due to the fact that MR imaging allows to safely and noninvasively observe the entire vocal tract including the deep-seated structures, this technology has gained much importance in the field of speech research. However, compared to other currently used modalities such as X-ray [3] , ultrasound [4] , or electromagnetic articulography [5] , MR imaging yields only moderate data rates. Due to the low spatio-temporal resolution of conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) acquisition techniques, the earliest MR-based speech studies were limited to vocal productions with static postures such as vowel sounds (see [1] and the references therein). The subsequent development of CINE MR imaging techniques [6] , [7] allowed the imaging of dynamic vocal tract shaping with sufficient spatial and temporal resolution but this method relies on multiple exact repetitions of the utterance to be studied with respect to a trigger signal. Hence, CINE MR imaging may be difficult to use for the study of continuous running speech.
Recent advances in MR pulse-sequence design reported in [1] allow real-time MR imaging of the speech production process at a suitably high frame rate. At the same time, a new image processing challenge has been posed by the necessity of the contour extraction from the real-time MR images which are, generally speaking, of poor quality in terms of noise. A similar problem has been addressed in [3] for the case of X-ray image sequences showing the sagittal view of the human vocal tract. However, midsagittal MR images and sagittal X-ray images are quite different since the X-ray process only allows a projection through the volume of interest, i.e., the head of the subject, so that for instance, the teeth obstruct the view of the tongue. The MR imaging process on the other hand allows the capture of a thin midsagittal slice and hence the contours of interest are not compromised. The algorithm presented in this paper is particularly geared towards an application in the MR imaging context.
B. Various Approaches to Edge Detection and Contour Tracking and Their Methodologies 1) Open Versus Closed Contours:
From the problem definition in Section I, it is clear that our task is to identify in each image the air tissue boundary of the articulators, which are open contours. That requires first of all finding the start and end points of the boundary sections. Unfortunately, we have no artificial markers or anatomical landmarks available that can be easily registered. We have previously attempted to solve this problem using the optical flow approach, as reported in [8] . Here the first frame of a given image sequence was manually initialized, and the start and end point locations of the boundary segments were then consecutively estimated for the subsequent images. The main problem with this approach is that any estimation error propagates forward, requiring frequent and time-consuming manual correction throughout the entire contour detection process of an image sequence.
In contrast, a closed contour processing framework appears to be much more attractive, since it is area-based and would be expected to be more noise robust. The authors of [9] have proposed a powerful algorithm to segment from an image a single region with a constant level of intensity, and hence detect this region's boundary against the background. However, this algorithm has two short comings, namely it cannot associate sections of the boundary with certain image features, i.e., anatomical components of interest, and it is only defined for one region of interest. Nevertheless, this procedure inspired our algorithm, and we will cast our problem of identifying the vocal tract articulator boundaries into a multiarea closed-contour framework.
2) Contour Descriptors: A central issue in any type of contour tracking or edge detection application is that of contour representation. In general, an ideal boundary contour descriptor allows to express the contours with few parameters and does not produce self-intersecting curves. Additionally, the roughness of the boundary needs to be somehow controllable in order to mitigate the effect of image noise. However, anatomical objects are often smooth but globally enforcing smoothness on an anatomical boundary may result in significant errors if pointy structures, e.g., the velum or the epiglottis in the airway, make up a part of the boundary. We hence wish to have easy local control over the smoothness. That, however, is only useful if we can also robustly identify those sections of the boundary that differ in their local smoothness properties in order to select the local smoothness constraints appropriately.
A variety of contour descriptors have been used for both open and closed 2-D boundaries such as the -spline [9] , wavelet [10] , Fourier [11] , and polyline descriptors [12] , none of which is guaranteed self-intersection free. In our algorithm we use the polyline contour descriptor since it is the only one which affords us a convenient closed form solution of the external energy functional and its gradient with respect to the contour parameters if used for closed polyline contours.
3) Energy Functionals: No matter which particular contour detection method is used, in order to evaluate the goodness of the fit of a candidate contour to the underlying observed image a measure is commonly designed. This measure is referred to as external energy. Depending on the application, this measure quantifies how well the contour corresponds to edges in the image, intensity extrema, or other desired image features [13] .
In the edge detection case, the external energy is commonly chosen as the line integral along the boundary contour over the negative image intensity gradient magnitude (1) where is the observed image intensity function, and is an optional smoothing filter kernel, which may be used to mitigate the effects of noise in the image. This way, if the candidate contour coincides well with an edge in the image, i.e., with a line of high intensity gradient magnitude, the external energy will have a large negative value. The edge finding process now consists of minimizing the external energy by adjusting the shape of the contour through an appropriate optimization algorithm (2) At this point we can identify a number of mathematical issues: First, the external energy is an integral quantity along the candidate contour, which can be difficult to evaluate analytically depending on the underlying and the shape of the contour. In practice, approximations are often used to resolve this problem. Second, a derivative of with respect to the parameters of the contour will be needed if the optimization is to be carried out through a gradient descent procedure, which in practice can oftentimes only be approximated using a finite difference. And third, the convexity of the function cannot necessarily be guaranteed and a direct gradient descent optimization procedure may get stuck in a local minimum unless a careful initialization of the contour near the optimum location can be carried out.
Furthermore, we identify additional practical problems. First, if the image is noisy in the area of the edge of interest the optimum contour will deviate from the true underlying edge. If the true edge is known to be smooth, one can combat this effect by designing a penalty term for the optimization problem referred to as internal energy . It measures the curvature of the candidate contour (see [12] , [13] for detailed information). The optimization problem of (2) now becomes (3) but the mathematical issues identified above have now become even more difficult to deal with. Second, the application of the filter on the image data may smooth away some of the image noise and remove some local minima in the energy landscape of the optimization problem, yet at the same time it may destroy important detail information in and actually hinder the edge finding process.
4) Edge Detection in Image Domain Versus Frequency Domain:
Most edge detection algorithms devised to date operate directly on the pixelized image, one exception being the method introduced in [11] . Here, a Fourier contour descriptor is used to capture in a given scene the outline of a single region of interest. The region is modeled to have unity amplitude, and a discretized spatial frequency domain representation of this object model is computed. A nonlinear optimization is subsequently carried out, which aims at matching the frequency domain representation of the model to the frequency domain representation of the observed image by adjusting the boundary contour of the region of interest in the image model. This approach has the advantage that the accuracy of the boundary is not limited by pixelization in the image space. However, for the particular choice of the Fourier contour descriptor a closed form solution is available neither for the external energy functional nor for its gradient. The authors in [11] furthermore report a problematically unstable behavior of the optimization algorithm.
We can further note three more shortcomings of this approach, namely, the algorithm is only defined for a single region of interest, second the region's true amplitude in the image may not be unity and there is a mismatch between model and observation, and lastly, the procedure does not match sections of the boundary to particular scene features.
5) Probablistic Approaches to Edge Detection and Tracking:
As outlined in [13] and references therein, deformable object models have been used in a probabilistic setting to accomplish the task of edge detection. Here, prior knowledge of the probability associated with the object's possible deformation states is required. However, while some statistical models exist for describing vocal tract dynamics during speech, such as the one introduced in [14] , the development of comprehensive models that describe natural spontaneous speech phenomena is a topic of ongoing research. Thus, the method presented in this article aims to provide the means to utilize real-time MR imaging technology to produce large amounts of articulatory data for the future development and training of such advanced statistical models.
III. SEGMENTATION OF MR DATA IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
A. Concept
The 2-D MR imaging process produces, per frame, samples , of the Fourier transform of the spatially continuous magnetization function in the selected imaging slice. Due to nonideal nature of the MR scanner's receiver coil and circuitry, as well as off-resonance, the samples can also be subject to an additional constant phase shift, which in general is not known to the user. In our case we use a 13-interleaf spiral readout pattern as shown in Fig. 2(a) . It consists of 13 identical (but individually rotated) spiral readout paths which start at the origin of the spatial frequency domain, which is also called -space. Each spiral readout produces 638 -space samples, totalling 8294 samples for the -space coverage as shown. While the MR operator has the capability of applying a zoom factor to increase or reduce the FOV by scaling the readout pattern, the relative geometry of the pattern is the same for all experiments in this paper. Notice also that the required number of pixels for the conventional gridded reconstruction process, and with it the relative spatial resolution, is constant regardless of the applied zoom factor, since a scaling of the readout pattern changes equally the radial gap and the -space coverage area. For the readout pattern used here the image matrix has the size 68 68 pixels and all geometrical measurements that appear in this text have been converted into the pixel unit, i.e., any additional FOV change has been accounted for in any of the data below.
By using the -space sample values as the coefficients of a truncated 2-D Fourier series one can reconstruct an approximation of the underlying continuous magnetization function (4) where are the readout trajectory-specific density compensation coefficients. These weighting coefficients are commonly obtained using a Voronoi tesselation of the sampling pattern, and they represent the area of the Voronoi cell corresponding to each sample point. Fig. 2 (b) shows the weighting coefficients for the 638 samples of one spiral starting at the origin of -space. Due to the symmetry of the readout pattern the weighting coeficients are the same for all 13 spiral trajectories.
While is a continuous function it is commonly evaluated only punctually, i.e., sampled on a Cartesian grid, and the resulting sample values are displayed as square patches in a pixelized image matrix. While oversampling and interpolation are viable options to increase the fidelity of the patched approximation it is the goal of our approach to circumvent this pixelization process altogether and carry out the contour finding on the continuous function directly. As benefits of this methodology we expect an improved edge detection accuracy as well as simple and straightforward methods to mathematically evaluate the external energy of the contour and its gradient. Fig. 3 shows a flow chart of our proposed algorithm using some sample upper airway images, which for the specified FOV always consist mainly of three large connected regions of tissue. The MR data acquisition (left hand side in the figure) produces -space samples of the object which are collected in the 1 column vector . On the right-hand side in the figure, we have a geometrical object model that consists of three disjoint regions in the image domain, described by their polyline boundaries and their intensities [see also Fig. 10 (a) and (b)]. These three regions are additive to a square background with intensity , which spans the entire FOV. The parameters of our geometrical model are the vertex vectors of the polylines , as defined in (A1) as well as the intensities . From these geometrical parameters, we derive the frequency domain representation of the model with help of the analytical solution of the 2-D Fourier transform of the polygonal shape functions. Details of this key mathematical component of our algorithm can be found in the Appendix. An optimization algorithm is then used to minimize the mean squared difference between the observed frequency domain data and the frequency domain data obtained from the model by adjusting the model's parameters and hence improving the model's fit to the observed scene. Hereby, the model's frequency domain representation is obtained at the same -space sampling locations that were used for the observed data. Hence, any spatial aliasing and/or Gibbs ringing affects the model in the same way as the object.
The final desired output of the algorithm for a given set of input data is the geometrical description of the best-fitted polyline boundary of the model. Using the polyline boundaries one can then easily compute the apertures that correspond to the vocal tract variables.
At this point it must be clearly stated that the geometrical model must be able to sufficiently approximate the underlying observed data. If any other FOV is chosen, or even a totally different object is imaged then the geometrical model has to be redesigned accordingly.
B. Mathematical Procedure
To rigorously derive our algorithm we start in the continuous spatial domain with an object model consisting of disjoint regions plus the background. We express the difference image energy between the underlying observed function and the model as (5) where is a polygonal shape function as defined in (A2).
Using Parseval's Theorem and (4) we now step into the frequency domain by sampling the frequency domain representation of the model on the same grid as the measured frequency domain data. With being the Fourier transform of as stated in (A4) and (A5) we write (6) To express this in matrix form, we define (7) which is a 1 column vector consisting of the observed frequency domain measurements multiplied by their corresponding weighting factor, and (8) which is a 1 vector of the frequency domain representation of the region at the same spatial frequencies as the observed data, multiplied by the same weighting factor. Furthermore, we define (9) which is a matrix combining the frequency domain representations of the segments and the background, and (10) which is a 1 vector containing the intensities of the regions and the background. Lastly, we write the scalar objective function as (11) The goal is now to minimize (12) in order to find the best fitting model to the observed data, i.e., we optimize the boundary curves of the segments (but not the background) as well as all intensities.
1) Estimation of the Region Intensities:
Following [15] , we separate from the optimization problem posed in (12) the linear part, and for a given model region geometry we jointly estimate the intensities of all model regions including the background as (13) We can solve this system of equations in the minimum mean square sense with the pseudo-inverse and we obtain (14) Notice at this point that the region intensities can obtain complex values.
2) Estimation of the Region Shapes: The result of (14) can be used to simplify (11) to (15) and we now state the optimization goal for , (16) We will tackle this unconstrained nonlinear optimization problem using a gradient descent procedure. Let be a vertex vector belonging to the boundary polyline of region . The gradient of the objective function with respect to this vector's -coordinate is (17) In (17), the derivative expresses how the model's frequency domain representation changes if the -coordinate of is changed. This term can be obtained using (A12) from the Appendix. With (14) the term , can be written as (18) where we used the formula for the derivative of an inverse matrix . Similarly, the gradient of with respect to the vertices -coordinate can be found along the same lines, and both can be combined into the vector . At this point we would like to carry out a simple gradient descent for each vertex vector in the model (19) but the convexity of the objective function cannot be guaranteed. Hence for all but the simplest object geometries and a close initialization of the model to the true edge location the descent is highly likely to get stuck in a local minimum. To overcome this problem for the upper airway scenario we propose in Section IV the use of an anatomically informed object model in conjunction with a hierarchical optimization algorithm. However, for a first validation of our method we will now present the results of a simple phantom experiment which utilizes the direct gradient descent optimization.
2 http://planetmath.org/encyclopedia/DerivativeOfInverseMatrix.html 
C. Experiment With A Simple Stationary Phantom
For our first edge detection validation experiment we imaged the cross-sectional slice of two stationary cylindrical objects, which were thin-walled plastic containers filled with butter using a GE Signa 1.5-T scanner with single channel bird cage head coil. A conventionally reconstructed magnitude image of the phantom is shown in Fig. 4(c) , and the goal of the first experiment is to determine the location of the boundaries of the two objects. Notice that the rasterized approximation of is displayed in Fig. 4(c) for illustration purposes only, while the segmentation algorithm utilizes the samples directly, whose corresponding complex valued transform function is shown in Fig. 4 (a) (real part) and Fig. 4 (b) (imaginary part).
The object model for this experiment consisted of the background and two additive octagons, one for each of the two circular phantom areas. While we carefully initialized the boundary for one of the circular regions (object 2) we deliberately misinitialized the other (object 1) to be significantly offset. The initial boundaries are shown as dotted lines in Fig. 4(c) and polyline vertices are shown with " " markers, while the final boundaries are shown as solid lines with " " markers. Fig. 4(d) shows how the objective function converges over the course of 300 direct gradient descent steps with a stepwidth . And we see that eventually both objects' boundaries are well captured by the algorithm despite the grossly misinitialized boundary for object 1.
Since the true boundaries of the objects are circular whereas the model's boundaries are octagons it is not directly possible to quantify the accuracy of the final achieved boundary detec- tion result. Furthermore, the true locations of the objects are unknown, so we cannot easily evaluate the positional accuracy of our algorithm either. Instead we will compare the enclosed area of the boundary polygon 1 to the true area of the circular object, which has been determined through 10 manual measurements of the phantom. Furthermore, 10 manual tracings of object 1 have been carefully carried out on the image and the average centroid will be used as the as a substitute for the true center location of the object. This value will then be compared with an averaged centroid from 10 differently initialized automatic edge finding results. Lastly, the averaged achieved circularity 4 measure of the 10 manual tracings and 10 automatic detection results can be compared to the maximum possible value, which for a regular octagon equals . The averaged results of the 10 validation runs (300 iterations each, ) are summarized in Table I , and the initial 30 values of the time courses of the various measures are shown in Fig. 5(a)-(c) . For the enclosed polygon area we find that the automatic detection results are well within one standard deviation of the true value of 119.9 square pixels, whereas the manual tracings were on average significantly too small. The centroid and coordinates of manual and automatic tracing conincide well at around , though the manual results exhibit larger variations than the automatic tracking results. It is also important to note that the standard deviations of both the manual and automatic processing are in the subpixel range, i.e., both human as well as automatic tracing results in subpixel spatial dimensionless quantity whose maximum value equals 1, which is achieved for a perfectly circular area. accuracy. Finally, the circularity measure, which equals 1 for a perfect circle and 0.9481 for a perfectly regular octagon, shows that on average the automatic tracings are closer to the optimum value than the manual tracings. In order to investigate the dependency of the algorithm on the completeness of the geometrical model we repeat the experiment with the same parameters but with an incomplete geometrical model which only includes a region for object 1 in addition to the background. The initial and final boundaries for object 1 are shown in Fig. 6 superimposed on the magnitude image, and we observe that the shape and the location of object 1 are again well captured despite the obvious mismatch between geometrical model and observed scene. Table II summarizes the averaged measurements and standard deviations of enclosed area, centroid coordinates, and circularity of 10 trials with different initial contours. While the centroid coordinates and the circularity value are virtually equivalent to those achieved with a complete geometrical model (Table I , column 3) the enclosed area was estimated smaller than previously, yet still more accurately than the manual results.
The reason for this outcome is illustrated in Fig. 7 with the help of an example. In Fig. 7(a) , we consider the noisy image intensity profile (black line) obtained at a particular coordinate of a hypothetical scene which includes an object (on the left; mean amplitude 2) and the background (on the right; mean amplitude 1). The geometrical model consists only of a single constant-intensity region (red) to capture the object in addition to the background (green). The optimium boundary (blue) for this scenario is found at . If, on the other hand, an additional object 2 is present in the scene [ Fig. 7(b) ; mean amplitude 1.5] but the geometrical model does not account for it then the optimum boundary is found at since the background amplitude is estimated larger. However, the shift of the boundary location would not occur if the transition between object 1 and the background amplitude were very steep.
In summary, we conclude from this simple phantom experiment that our region-based contour detection algorithm works well for objects with a simple geometry and sharp boundaries, and it meets or surpasses human contour tracing performance. We do require, however, a good geometrical model which is capable of capturing all objects in the scene.
In Section IV we will address the problem of multicoil human upper airway region segmentation.
IV. UPPER AIRWAY MULTICOIL MR DATA SEGMENTATION
A. Data Preprocessing
In order to capture the entire human vocal tract a specialized highly directional multichannel MR receiver coil was employed, and we utilized data from two coils that were located in front of the subject's face. For a sample image, the complex valued magnetization function is shown Fig. 8 , where Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the real and imaginary part reconstructed from coil 1, and Fig. 8(c) and (d) those from coil 2. In these images light intensity means positive values, whereas dark intensity means negative values. These images clearly demonstrate that each coil has its own (unknown) spatially varying phase offset, and it is not clear at this point what the best strategy might be to combine the two coils' complex data.
From the magnitude images produced from each coil [ Fig. 9 (a) and (b)] we additionally conclude that we cannot use a single constant-amplitude three-region object model since the three regions of interest [ Fig. 1(a) ] show up only partly in each of the coils' data. This effect is due to the spatial roll-off of the individual coil sensitivity functions.
We hence proceed at this point with conventionally reconstructed 68 68 Cartesian sampled root-sum squared (RSS) magnitude images such as the one shown in Fig. 9(c) , and we apply the thin-plate spline-based intensity correction procedure proposed in [16] to obtain an estimate of the combined coil sensitivity map [ Fig. 9(d) ], which is constant for all images contained in the sequence. We can thus obtain corrected maximally flat magnitude images showing three connected constant-amplitude regions of tissue [ Fig. 9(e) ]. These images' Cartesian 68 68 Fourier transform matrices will be the starting point for the area-based contour detection following the mathematical procedure as outlined in Section III.
While we have now stepped away from using the MR data directly in -space, we continue to use our frequency domain based segmentation framework since it affords us a very convenient way to compute in closed form the external energy of the contours as well as the corresponding gradient without any additional interpolation or zero-padding operations. In fact, it is clear that processing in the discretized Fourier domain, given a sufficiently densely sampled Fourier representation of the image, is equivalent to operating on an infinitely accurately sinc-interpolated spatial represenation of the image. This fact is easy to understand if one considers that a perfect sinc-interpolation of an image is just the same as infinite zero-padding in the Fourier domain. That means that processing on the original nonzeropadded Fourier domain samples exploits the same information as processing a perfectly sinc-interpolated image, as derived using (5) and (6) .
B. Refined Anatomically Informed Midsagittal Model of the Vocal Tract
In this section, we will propose a method to mitigate the potential danger of the contour detection optimization algorithm to get stuck in a local minimum while addressing the specifics of the midsagittal view of the human vocal tract. As outlined in Section III our model for the midsagittal upper airway image consists of three homogeneous regions on a square background. We now divide the boundary polygon of each region into sections that correspond to anatomical entities as shown in Fig. 10(a) . This implies that the vertices of a particular boundary section are likely to move in concord during the deformation process. Additionally, we may hypothesize, based on the anatomy, that for a given section particular types of deformation are more prevalent than others. We distinguish 5 The number of polyline vertices in each section was chosen manually so as to capture the underlying geometry with reasonable detail. While [9] and [11] showed that a minimum description length criterion can been used to determine the optimum order of B-spline and Fourier contour descriptors, at this point, we leave this issue outside the scope of this paper. the "rigid" deformations of translation, rotation, and scaling from the "nonrigid" complementary deformations. We will explain in Section IV-C how we exploit this knowledge about a section's deformation space with our hierarchical optimization algorithm by selectively boosting and/or inhibiting the gradient descent with respect to the individual deformation components.
As an example, one may consider the boundary section denoted in Fig. 10(a) , which corresponds to the hard palate. Since the hard palate is a bony structure covered by a thin layer of tissue it does not change its shape during speech production data collection. However, a possible in-plane head motion of the subject can change its position in the scene through translation, rotation or a combination of both.
The other mostly translating and rotating sections are the mandible bone cavity , the chin , the front of the trachea , the pharyngeal wall , the upper, right-hand and lower edge of the chosen FOV ( , , ), the bone structure around the nasal cavity , and the nose . While the lips ( , ) may undergo strong nonrigid deformations, the cross-sectional area visible in the midsagittal plane is assumed to be constant, i.e., in general they will not be subject to a strong scaling deformation.
The epiglottis and the velum are special in that they are articulated structures, i.e., they are flexible tissues that are attached to the surrounding structure at one end, where the attachment point is the rough center of rotation. This is illustrated in Fig. 11 , and the mathematical consequences for the model are explained in Section IV-C. However, neither the epiglottis nor the velum is expected to scale during the vocal tract shaping process since the amount of tissue in the scan plane is largely constant.
Lastly, the tongue undergoes the most complex deformation of all components. Translation and rotation can be caused by changing the mouth opening, but scaling must also be considered since the tongue tissue can move laterally into and out of the scan plane [17] . And given the complex muscular structure of this organ, we expect large deformations complementary to translation, rotation, and scaling as well.
All individual sections and their deformation boosting factors corresponding to the specific anatomical characterics are listed in Tables III-V. The boosting factors are , , and for translation, rotation, and scaling, respectively, and Section V will describe how they are used. In general, the factors are unity if the corresponding deformation type is expected for the given section, and zero otherwise. Exceptions are the epiglottis and the velum, which are articulated structures. They receive a boosted rotational component, with . This choice was experimentally found to speed up the convergence of the optimization algorithm without compromising the stability.
C. Hierarchical Gradient Descent Procedure
Based on our anatomical model we can now use a hierarchical optimization procedure to improve the fit of the model's geometry to the observed image data through a gradient descent. As outlined above, the main challenge here is to ensure that the optimization flow does not get trapped in a local minimum of the objective function. The authors of [18] and [19] demonstrate that in the realm of irregular mesh processing a practical solution to this type of problem is the design of optimizing flows with "induced spatial coherence," and we utilize the same concept in our application.
Upon an initialization with a manually traced subject-specific vocal tract geometry representing a fairly neutral vowel posture, e.g., roughly corresponding to the vowel, we optimize the fit of our model's geometry independently for each MR image. The optimization procedure according to (16) is carried out in four separate consecutive stages, each of which features a particular modification of the gradient descent flow.
• Level 1: Allowing only translation and rotation of the entire 3-region model geometry, thereby compensating for the subject's in-plane head motion. In order to describe the mathematical procedure for the boosting of the rigid deformations of a particular contour polygon it is first necessary to define a point which serves as the center for the rotation and the radial scaling. With the exception of the articulated structures in our model, i.e., the epiglottis and the velum, we choose the center of mass of the polygon of interest. Denote with the vertex vector of the boundary polygon . The center or mass of is (20) where (21) is the length of the polyline section associated with vertex . Denoting with the force on a vertex as derived in (17), we find the net translation force on a polygon section (22) and similarly, the net rotation torque on a polygon can be computed as (23) and it is clear that it has only a -component denoted . Lastly, the net radial scaling force on a polygon is (24)
With these formulas we are now in a position to replace the direct gradient descent of (19) by the transformed gradient descent step (25) Here, we rotated the vertex position first, then scaled it, and finally added a translational displacement. Each step can be controlled with the section-specific boosting factors , , and for translation, rotation, and scaling, respectively. The boosting factors, the step-with , and the partitioning of the boundaries of our three-region vocal tract model into connected sections are dependent on the current hierarchical optimization level, details of which are elaborated below.
1) Level 1:
For the top level we set , , and , and all vertices of are considered as belonging to a single polygon. The center of rotation is computed with (20) and (21) . An initial stepwidth of was chosen, and a simple variable stepwidth algorithm was used in order to achieve faster convergence and avoid oscillations near the minimum. If an iteration step did not lead to a decrease of the objective function , then its result is discarded, the step-width is cut in half, and the iteration step is carried out anew. In our experiments, a total of 10 iteration attempts are made, and the algorithm then proceeds with level 2.
2) Level 2: For this stage of the optimization the same transformed gradient descent method is used except that each individual region's complete boundary is now considered a single polyline segment. Here, was set to 0.001, , , and so that the gradient descent is limited to independent translation and rotation of the regions . The center of rotation is again computed with (20) and (21) . A total of 40 gradient descent steps are attempted.
3) Level 3: We now break the 3 regions' boundaries into the segments corresponding to the anatomical components introduced in Section IV-B, and we apply the boosting factors that are listed in Tables III-V for the gradient descent with (25). Since we consider the velum and epiglottis as articulated structures, their centers of rotation , and , respectively, are found with the help of the neighboring (nonarticulated) structures as shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b) as black -markers. The centers of rotation are computed as the mean of the connection vertices (black dot markers). For all other segments we determine the center of rotation and scaling using (20) and (21) . We set and allow 300 gradient descent attempts.
4) Level 4:
Lastly, we carry out a direct gradient descent according to (19) with a step-size , and we allow a total of 300 iteration steps. At this point also nonridgid deformations are accommodated and no manipulation of the gradient descent is done.
D. Implementation of Higher-Level Contour Constraints
When applying the contour detection process described so far no constraints on the boundary polygons are implemented and the vertices move freely during the last optimization stage. At this point, we identify two potential problems that can appear during the gradient descent optimization. These problems are possible region overlap, and boundary polygon self-intersection. In general, one can address such issues on a lower level by adding appropriate penalty terms to the objective function, or one can combat these problems at a higher level by directly checking and correcting the geometrical model after each gradient descent step. Our general approach is to operate at a higher level to circumvent the potentially difficult evaluation of such penalty terms and their respective gradients.
The three tissue areas in our upper airway image model are naturally always nonoverlapping regions but occlusions happen frequently in the vocal tract during speech production. In these cases, two adjacent tissue regions of the model appear connected and the unconstrained gradient descent procedure may in fact let the regions grow into one another. We handle this issue by detecting after each gradient descent step if a vertex has been moved into a neighboring region's boundary polygon, and if so it is reset in the middle of the two closest correct neighboring boundary vertices.
At this point, our algorithm does not include a way of handling self-intersections of the boundary polygons but in practice this seems not to be an issue as the provided sample images will show. Here, the reader should keep in mind that our final goal is to be able to extract the vocal tract aperture, and as long as possible self-intersections in the boundaries do not hinder this process we will tolerate them.
E. Validation of the Hierarchial Contour Detection Algorithm
In this section, we present simulation results to demonstrate the effectivness of our method, and we address the verification of the algorithm. Here, we face three problems when trying to assess the achievable accuracy with the proposed algorithm. First, we have no information on the true underlying contours of a particular image. A comprehensive upper airway MR phantom does not exist, and the validity of a manually traced reference of real-time MR images is doubtful given the poor quality in terms of image noise. We have already shown in Section III-C that manual tracings can exhibit larger variations and are less accurate than automatic tracings. Second, we would need a measure that captures the difference between a reference boundary and the boundary found by the algorithm, as well as the accuracy with which the individual anatomical sections of the boundary contours are found. Third, as pointed out in Section IV-B, we currently have fixed the number of vertices for the contour representation, and the achieved fit of the model to the observed image data is dependent on the number of degrees of freedom.
At this point, we present a variety of sample images that have been processed with our algorithm, and we will qualitatively judge the detected contours and analyze the results from an intended end-use application point of view. All images presented in this paper were extracted from a recording of German read speech, and we refer the reader to download and view the entire video movie1_processed.mov online 7 .
Lastly, we have made available online two other MR video sequences movie2.mov and movie3.mov and their correspondonding contour-traced versions movie2_processed.mov and movie3_processed.mov, which contain English read speech from two female subjects. These two sequences were recorded with an appropriate zoom factor setting since the female vocal tract is in general smaller than the male vocal tract. All segmentations were automatically derived using the algorithm presented in this paper. The audio track for all movies was obtained concurrently using the procedure described in [20] .
For the purpose of evaluation, we consider four different images that contain distinct vocal tract postures obtained from German speech in a real-time MR scan. The posture shown in Fig. 12 belongs to the vowel . Fig. 12(a) shows the image and the initialization contour, whereas Fig. 12(b) -(e) shows the 7 http://sail.usc.edu/span/tmi2008/index.php result at the end of stages 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the optimization algorithm, respectively. We can see that at the end of the last stage, the outline of the articulators of interest are well captured. The critical and difficult-to-capture velum posture was detected only partly correct in as the velum falsely appears shortened and the pharyngeal wall appears to bulge. This result is due to the occlusion with the pharyngeal wall, i.e., no air-tissue boundary exists which could be found by any edge detection algorithm. Putting a constraint on either the rigidity of the pharyngeal wall contour, or the constant cross-sectional area of the velum could improve this result. However, the velum and pharyngeal wall contours do touch and the occlusion was recovered correctly, and hence the zero velum aperture would be detected properly. Fig. 12(f) shows the evolution of the objective function over the course of the 650 iterations. The major discontinuities in the curve correspond to the changing of the iteration level, whereas the noise-like perturbations during the final 300 iterations are caused by the higher-level contour cleanup procedure which keeps removing overlap between velum and pharyngeal wall. Fig. 13 is an example with a bilabial closure corresponding to the nasal [m] . Notice that the lowered velum posture was identified correctly and the corresponding velum aperture (VEL) tract variable can be estimated meaningfully. Furthermore, we notice that the shape of the glottis was not captured correctly since the spacing of the boundary vertices for the pharayngeal wall was chosen a bit too coarse. As before, the objective function time evolution exhibits distinct jumps at 10, 50, and 350 iterations, which correspond to the changes of the optimization level.
Figs. 14 and 15 contain two examples with two different and often occurring types of occlusions in the oral cavity. The former shows the tongue tip touching the alveolar ridge as is the case for the lateral approximant [l] , while the second example corresponds to the postalveolar fricative . In both cases, the critical tongue posture was found to be consistent with what is expected for the articulation of these speech sounds.
The 25 images corresponding to the spoken sequence [las n] are shown in Fig. 16 . We can see that the lips, the velum, and the tongue position and shape are captured well in spite of the poor quality of the image data.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Summary
In this paper, we presented a spatial frequency domain-based method for unsupervised multiregion image segmentation with application to contour detection. The formulation in the spatial frequency domain allows the direct analytical closed-form computation of the external energy of the boundary contour as well as its gradient with respect to the contour parameters. The key mathematical ingredient to this approach is the closed-form solution of the 2-D Fourier transform of polygonal shape functions, and it affords the continuous valued optimization of the boundary contour parameters.
The spatial frequency domain image data can be obtained through MR acquisitions directly, or through the Fourier transform of any general pixelized image data stemming from any other image sampling method, e.g., digital photography or raster scanning. The operation in the Fourier domain circumvents any fine-grain interpolations of such raster-sampled image data, and it is equivalent to operating on an ideally sinc-interpolated version of the rasterized image.
For the case of medical image processing, our segmentation algorithm introduces a general framework for incorporating an anatomically informed object model into the contour finding process. The algorithm relies on the manipulation of the gradient descent flow for the optimization of an overdetermined nonlinear least squares problem.
We quantitatively evaluated our method using direct processing of MR data obtained from a phantom experiment with a relatively simple geometry. Our method was found to outperform careful manual processing in terms of achieved accuracy and variation of the results. We furthermore demonstrated the effectiveness of our algorithm for the case of air-tissue boundary detection in midsagittal real-time MR images of the human vocal tract, and we illustrated the method using a variety of sample images representing vocal tract postures of distinct phonetic quality.
The algorithm is applied to individual images, and it is hence useful for parallel processing of image sequences on computing clusters. After determining a general upper airway initialization contour for a subject, which takes about 5 min for the selection and manual tracing of a suitable frame, the algorithm is unsupervised. For each upper airway image the processing time for 650 gradient descent optimization steps was approximately 20 min using a MATLAB implementation on a modern desktop computer. If longer processing time is tolerable better results can be achieved by using more iterations, smaller step width, and more densely spaced vertices to allow to capture even finer details of the boundary contours.
B. Open Research Questions
Our framework leads to a variety of new open research questions, one being how to quantitatively assess the achievable segmentation accuracy for in vivo upper airway data. This requires contructing a realistically moving upper-airway MR phantom which is capable of mimicking the tissue deformations typical for speech production.
Also of interest are the development of procedures to combine directly the -space data of multiple MR receiver coils so as to circumvent the current preprocessing step in the discretized image domain.
Furthermore, it is an open question if there are any other boundary contour descriptors which have a closed form mathematical solution to the 2-D Fourier transform of the corresponding shape function, and ideally are also inherently selfintersection free. While it is possible to approximate smooth boundaries with the help of densely spaced polyline vertices, and detect and remove self-intersections using a higher level process there is a price in terms of computation time.
Another research avenue could lead to a more sophisticated gradient descent procedure for solving the inherent optimization problem, possibly using implicit Euler integration. Since we have the capability for polygonal boundaries to analytically evaluate the Hessian of the objective function along with the gradient the application of the Newton-algorithm may be a way to speed up the algorithm's performance as well.
Yet another improvement to the method could possibly be made by imposing more refined constraints on the boundary contours, such as roughness penalties, or a constant enclosed area constraint. An example would be the velum, whose midsagittal cross-sectional area can be considered constant. For the tongue, on the other hand, such a constant area constraint would probably not work since its volume can move in and out of the midsagittal scan plane. Such additional constraints can be implemented on a low level by adding internal energy terms to the objective function. It is also possible to constrain at a higher level the geometrical object model directly.
Furthermore of interest are the extensions to other related imaging applications such as coronal or axial vocal tract realtime MR images, as well as models for other medical applications, e.g., cardiac real-time MR imaging. Corresponding to the available image data, new object models could be either 2-D or 3-D. Notice that the necessary closed-form equation for the 3-D Fourier transform has been derived in [21] as well. This also makes possible the construction of geometrical models that do not only include constant amplitude regions but even areas with spatially linearly varying intensity.
Moreover, future research could be directed towards the application of our framework for MR acceleration using the methods of compressed sensing MRI. There the objective will be to reduce the overdeterminedness of the optimization problem and utilize fewer MR data samples to accomplish the region segmentation task, which can lead to a shortened acquisition time and/or higher frame rate. where and are the spatial coordinates, and and are the spatial frequency variables. Analytic expressions for the Fourier transform have been derived using various methods in numerous articles such as [22] , [23] , and [21] . The latter contribution elegantly employs Stokes' Theorem and yields for and 
where , we finally obtain for otherwise.
The expression for can be derived along the same lines and is omitted here.
